
The conditions which inspire the camp lay-out shown here 
are a hypothetical lake-front site and the accommodation of 
32 campers, the maximum capacity somewhat arbitrarily e s 
tablished for what herein is termed a small camp. 

Eight four-cot tents or cabins in two separate groups or 
units provide sleeping quarters for the campers. A tent or 
cabin for two or more counselors is a part of each unit. 
The only other structures deemed essential in this small 
camp are the dining lodge and the central washhouse, which 
latter is assumed to include flush toilets as well as shower 
facilities. If conditions do not permit the use of flush toilets 
and if pit privies must serve, two privy structures, one 

close to each cabin unit, are recommended. 
The administration building shown is not considered an 

essential building, although the operating practices of some 
camps might make it a desirable one. It is possible to per
form the limited administrative duties of a small camp in 
the lodge or one of the counselors' cabins or tents. 

This imagined lay-out assumes that meals are prepared 
by the campers themselves. If a camp cook is employed, he 
may be lodged in a duplicate of the campers' quarters. This 
is best located so that it controls the service drive to the 
kitchen wing of the lodge and yet is not too remote from the 
central washhouse. 
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